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1. Introduction

- Aneurysmal bone cysts are benign tumors of bone that usually present with marked areas of osteolysis.
- The incidence is 1 in 4,000,000 cases.
- 80% of cases appear in patients with ages less than 30.
- Any bone can be affected; however, the preferred location is represented by the proximal tibia epiphysis and the stretched columns.
- We present a case of a 19 year old patient who presented to Sinai Hospital of Baltimore, U.S.A. for treatment of an osteolytic bone lesion with dimensions of 6x5x3mm in the proximal, posterior-medial region of the left tibia.

2. Clinical Vignette

- The patient stated that he consulted 3 orthopedic specialists in Romania.
- The patient presented to the abdominal specialist for pain located on the level of the left knee, which was present both during the day as well as during the night. The patient felt progressive muscle weakness, inability to run and induction located posterior-medially of the left knee joint.
- The medical investigations included a complete blood panel, coagulation, biochemistry investigations, urine analysis, as well as imaging studies of the left knee including X-rays and arthrography.
- Alkaline phosphatase was not evaluated.
- After evaluating the patient’s gathered body of medical data, the patient was informed that he has arthrosis and sustained inflammatory state were prescribed.
- Only after a 4th consult, the patient was sent to perform an MRI that has revealed the presence of a osteolytic tumor (Fig. 3, 4).
- The patient was informed that the most likely diagnosis would be a joint cell tumor and the treatment options would be the excision of the proximal epiphysis of the left tibia and instilling a prosthesis.

3. Treatment

- The treatment protocol of aneurysmal bone cysts in the U.S.A. is surgical correction of the bone-defect, physical application to prevent local recurrence, and application of either bone cement, autograft or allograft from the bone bank.
- The patient chose the application of allograft.
- Besides the abovementioned treatment, the patient had received a piece of fibula introduced for structural support.
- Frozen sections performed revealed that it was indeed an aneurysmal bone cyst.

4. Results

- Post-Thrombectomy recovery was prompt and successful.
- The patient regained full mobility at three months after the surgical intervention (Fig. 5).
- At 2 years follow-up, the patient performed a repeat radiography which showed positive response to treatment.
- The fibula placed inside the bone has been returned into the bone structure of the tibia (Fig. 6).

5. Discussion

- Because of the low incidence of aneurysmal bone cysts, this disease is rarely included in the differential diagnosis of osteolytic bone lesions.
- Low quality X-ray films can impede a correct diagnosis.
- The absence of any abnormalities in the blood panel can mask the presence of an aneurysmal bone cyst.
- The cause of this disease is unknown.

6. Conclusion

- Aneurysmal bone cysts are osteolytic lesions that can easily be masked by the absence of any modifications in the blood panel as well as the subtle modifications on the X-ray film.
- The methods of diagnosis and treatment of aneurysmal bone cysts in Romania and the U.S.A. differ significantly.
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The patient refused treatment and went to the U.S.A. in search of a better treatment option.
At Sinai Hospital of Baltimore, the patient was told that the imaging studies were suggestive of an aneurysmal bone cyst.
The patient underwent bone scintigraphy (Fig. 5) to exclude the presence of any metastasis.
The patient remained for definitive treatment at Sinai Hospital.